Highlights to the 2016-2017 Edition

The authors, experts in this area, walk you through this particularly complex area of practice, providing insightful practical guidance while covering such relevant topical areas as:

- Plan selection, qualification, and operation
- Administration, termination, and enforcement
- Governmental, church and exempt organization plans
- Plans in mergers and acquisitions
- Sample ERISA representations and warranties
- Plans on CD-ROM

Highlights in this Edition include:

- Qualified plan dollar limits for 2017
- Recent cases regarding qualified plans, ERISA liability, fiduciary obligations, IRAs, plan distributions, equitable estoppel, etc.
- Recent legislation, including Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015
- Recent IRS, DOL and PBGC regulations, proposed regulations and rulings
- DOL 2016 fiduciary advice rules